CLASS XII 2015-2016
EXCELLENT 100% RESULTS

Repeated for 13 consecutive years – Since 2004
Heartiest Congratulations for a wonderful 100% results again this year.

Distinctions - 81% Students
First Class - 99% Students

SUBJECT-WISE ABOVE 90% - 250

KUDOS FROM CHAIRMAN & CEO
You have always been excellent guides and motivators.
You have made the school proud.
Thank you all. We are proud of you all
The overall school result average percentage is 80%.

23 students got scores of 90% and above and 72 students got 80% and above.

Also a whopping 73% students of business studies scored 90% and above.

School toppers in science was shared by Spoorthi Shailendra and Monisha P.C, who both got 95.4%. Shrey Agarwal, Vaishnavi, Nisha Prakash, Vikash Jain, Naman Agarwal, all scored over 90% in science.

In commerce stream, Master Harshith Bhardwaj and Patel Abhi Jitendrabhai shared the top positions, both securing 93.6%. Other students scoring around 93% are Anirrudh Bhojanagariwala, Kshitij Shah, Priyam buccha, Dev P Shah & Shripreithi.
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HEARTIEST CONGRATULATIONS TO THE TOPPERS

SCIENCE AND COMMERCE STREAM

SPURTHI SHAILENDRA - 95.4%
MONISHA P C – 95.4%
SHREY AGARWAL – 91.6%
NISHA PRAKASH – 91%
VASHNAVI M J – 90.8%
VIKASH JAIN M – 90.6%
NAMAN AGARWAL – 90%
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HARSHITH BHARDWAJ - 93.6%

PATEL ABHI JITENDRABHAI – 93.6%

ANIRUDDHA BHOJNAGARWALA - 93%

SHAH KSHITIJ NISHITH- 92.8%

PRIYAM BUCHA – 92.6%

DEV PIYUSH SHAH – 92.6%

SHRI PREITHI D – 92.4%
THAKKER YASHVI PANKAJ – 92%

HARSH KHANDELWAL – 91%

JASH RUWALA – 91%

RUWALA JAYKRISHNA RIDDHESH – 91%

SNEH SAVANI – 90%

MADHAV SANCHETI – 90%